The Municipalities Planning Code provides the state framework for planning for these communities who choose to plan, and even for communities who choose not to plan. The Comprehensive Plan is a guide, not a legal document or an ordinance, that provides a vision and guidelines for future growth and development. The other three tools listed are land use ordinances which are legislative actions of the governing body of the municipality. To enact or amend an ordinance requires the voting procedures of the governing body. The ordinances help implement the comprehensive plan.

The Comprehensive Plan is an official document that guides decisions on land use and development in the community. It is a statement of future goals for the community and provides a formal vision for future growth, natural resources protection, parks, historical resources and transportation systems. It contains a plan for future water supply and determines where growth and development will occur including municipal services, roads, sewer, police, fire protection, schools, parks and open space. It should be updated continually in response to changes. Ordinances should be adopted to support the comprehensive plan.

The Subdivision and Land Development Ordinances regulate the creation of property lines and development on those properties. It is the most common type of ordinance. “Subdivision” refers to the creation of new lots or changes in property lines. “Land development” involves regulations concerning construction. When a developer buys a large farm and creates a new development on it, the community could have regulations in place. The community establishes elements that it requires of a developer. Such elements include lot size, street widths and curves, drainage, water supply, driveways and sidewalks. The regulations could determine that the improvements are paid by the developer, not taxpayers. Communities avoid future complaints about drainage, traffic or lot size.

The Zoning Ordinance is the second most common type of land use ordinance. It is a tool a community may utilize to regulate how land is used in different areas or districts of the community and establishes location for different types of development. The zoning ordinance consists of two parts: a text and a map of the zoning districts. The text contains information on building height, area, setback, density and other standards. The zoning map delineates the boundaries of specific districts or zones. It divides all land within a municipality into zones and creates regulations that apply to specific zones. Zoning should account for all types of land uses and housing types.

The Official Map is a land use ordinance that declares the future public projects and projected areas of a community. It identifies private property where open space is desired or where public improvements are envisioned. It demonstrates the intent of the local government to acquire land for municipal purposes. It identifies future road improvements, wellhead protection areas, parks and future public land. It is the least known tool with less than three dozen municipalities having adopted an official map.
Planning Tool Being Reviewed

1. Read the description. Summarize the job of your planning tool:

2. Open the samples of the planning tool. Examine the table of contents or the key. List a minimum of five major categories that are listed in the table of contents or on the key.
   1. 
   2. 
   3. 
   4. 
   5. 

3. Look at some of the information that is addressed in your planning tool. Pretend that two people in your community will be developing on their land and need to use the planning tool to see if they are allowed. Develop two scenarios that can be answered using your planning tool. List the page or the area of the map that you will find the correct answer. Examples could be: Uncle Joey wants to build his swimming pool in his side yard. How far does he have to be from the neighbor’s yard? Look on page ?? for the answer, or Marvin wants to pave the parking lot next to his store. It consists of six spaces each nine feet by 20 feet. Is this acceptable? Look on page ?? for the answer.

Question 1: 

Page number for the answer: _____

Question 2: 

Page number for the answer: _____
Activity 1: What is Planning?

What is Planning? Cut and distribute the photos below. Have participants examine and determine the planning tool that is associated with the photo.